FWFC
(Model 3308B)

FLOOR WALL / FLOOR CEILING
ROTATING TUBE STAND
The Universal FWFC rotating tube stand offers the versatility needed to facilitate a wide range of general
purpose radiographic procedures. The sturdy tube
mount assembly ensures stability and precision alignment.

Longitudinal lock, roll lock and vertical lock release
button with positive indexing at 90 degrees for fast,
accurate cross table positioning.

Key Features
 Pressure activated column rotation for
fast, accurate positioning
 Electric vertical and longitudinal locks
provide maximum holding power
 180º column rotation and centering
detent allow for rapid patient positioning
 9in (23cm) of transverse travel for total
table top accessibility

FWFC

FLOOR WALL / FLOOR CEILING
ROTATING TUBE STAND

Technical Specifications:
Ceiling height:
Minimum 96in (244cm)
Maximum 116in (295cm)
Vertical travel:

Minimum 12in (30.5cm)
Maximum 75in (190.5cm)

Longitudinal travel:

72in (183cm) with 8ft rail

 140kHU, 200kHU or 300kHU X-ray tubes

Longitudinal rails length:

8ft standard

Transverse travel:

9in (23cm)

 Manual, semi-automatic or fully automatic
collimators

Column rotation:

±180° with detents 0°, 90°, 90°

Tube rotation:

+180°, -180°

Tube Stand Options:

 Trunnion mount in place of standard
platform mount
 12ft, 10ft or 6ft longitudinal rails

ETL Listed
96” (244cm) overall rail length
72” (183cm) tube stand travel

9.5” (24cm)

13.5” (34.3cm)

38.5” (97.8m) w/ standard mount
42.5” (108cm) w/ trunnion rings

116” (294.6cm) max.
96” (243.8cm) min.
Focal spot travel

5” (12.7cm) 4.12” (10.5cm)
Focal spot travel

75” (190.5cm) max.
12” (30.5cm) min.
Focal spot travel

11.5” (29.2cm)
to pivot center
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